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ABSTRACT
Scarcity of user data continues to be a problem in research on
conversational user interfaces and often hinders or slows down
technical innovation. In the past, different ways of synthetically
generating data, such as data augmentation techniques have been
explored.With the rise of ever improving pre-trained languagemod-
els, we ask if we can go beyond such methods by simply providing
appropriate prompts to these general purpose models to generate
data. We explore the feasibility and cost-benefit trade-offs of using
non fine-tuned synthetic data to train classification algorithms for
conversational agents. We compare this synthetically generated
data with real user data and evaluate the performance of classifiers
trained on different combinations of synthetic and real data. We
come to the conclusion that, although classifiers trained on such
synthetic data perform much better than random baselines, they do
not compare to the performance of classifiers trained on even very
small amounts of real user data, largely because such data is lacking
much of the variability found in user generated data. Nevertheless,
we show that in situations where very little data and resources are
available, classifiers trained on such synthetically generated data
might be preferable to the collection and annotation of naturalistic
data.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Natural language genera-
tion.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A major problem in chatbot research, past and present, has been a
scarcity of user data, especially for domain-specific Conversational
Agents (CAs) focused on specific strategies or outcomes and for
CAs that are constructed for non-English speakers [3, 9, 28]. In
some of those domains, researchers have little or no data at their
disposal and have to fall back on expensive and time consuming
data collection approaches, such as user studies followed by manual
annotation [10, 12], time consuming collection and annotation of
existing texts [21], or use out-of-domain data that might not be
perfectly suitable for the task they are trying to solve [11, 13]. Such
data collection approaches require extensive manual labour, usually
conducted by multiple people to acquire valid results. In all of these
cases, both the data itself and the annotations have to be explicitly
provided by humans.

1.1 Data Augmentation to Mitigate Data
Scarcity

There are a number of approaches that have been used to miti-
gate the costs of data collection [15] and data scarcity in the past,
mainly focused on distant supervision, which uses weakly labeled
examples gathered using noisy techniques, and data augmentation,
which exploits different techniques to create new data from existing
examples [6, 14, 24]. In recent years, Natural Language Generation
(NLG) approaches have become ever more powerful and are by
now capable of outputting very human sounding and seemingly
coherent text [4]. This has led to impressive results in other NLP
domains such as hate speech detection, where small datasets en-
riched with huge amounts of synthetic data significantly improved
classification results [26]. GPT-2 has even been used to simulate
users in the context of clarifying questions [25]. We hypothesise
that such data might be able to play an even larger role in data
scarce CA-related domains.

With increasing capabilities of such models, it has even become
possible to generate relevant and realistic texts for a task without
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Label Question Output
R What habits would you like to implement in

your everyday life?
If I ate less, that would be great. But I don’t know how to
start. I have no idea how to go about it.

Why do you want to lose weight? Well, I don’t want to stand on the scales anymore and then
get in a bad mood.

TS What preparations have you made so far to
change your eating behaviour?

I have read some books on healthy eating, read up on the
internet and had a nutritional consultation with my GP. I
also talked to a friend about it and she gave me some tips.

Have you already taken steps to change certain
behaviours in exercise and diet?

Yes, I have done a lot. I went jogging regularly for the first
time in many years and did more sport. I also eat a lot more
fruit and vegetables.

C Do you have a plan for what you will do to
manage your weight better?

Yes, I have a plan. I want to exercise more and eat less.

What are your plans for the next few days to
implement your great ideas on exercise and nu-
trition?

I plan to exercise more. I want to spend my time in nature.
I will try some new sports. I want to bring more movement
into my life. I want to get to know my body and soul better.

Table 1: Example questions posed to GPT-3 to generate the dataset including example outputs for each label, translated from
German.

fine-tuning, solely by supplying a natural language prompt –such
as “translate this sentence into English” followed by a non-English
sentence– to the language model [5, 22]. There is much research to
be done on the potential of prompt-based generation compared to
fine-tuning, but it has been shown that prompt-based approaches
are a feasible means of data augmentation in fields with very little
training data. GPT-3 has been praised for its few-shot and zero-shot
learning capabilities [5]. Yoo et al. introduced a few-shot learning
data augmentation technique where very few data samples are
combined with prompts to generate realistic synthetic data. They
consistently outperformed other data augmentation techniques in
classification benchmarks [27]. Reynolds and McDonell explored
prompt programming for zero-shot learning, showing how im-
portant carefully crafted prompts are to achieve relevance of the
output and outlining various tweaks that can be applied to prompts
to improve results [23]. Here, we ask the provocative question: To
what extent can we leave the human out of corpus construction by
exploiting such pre-trained language models?

1.2 Beyond Data Augmentation: Zero-Shot
User Simulation as Data Collection Method

The human-like wording of generated texts raises the question of
how such data compares to data provided by actual human users or
annotators. In the context of responses to clarifying questions, texts
written by humans were perceived as more natural but not more
useful than GPT-generated texts [25]. Other research found that
even after being trained and seeing examples, human evaluators
were not able to distinguish GPT-3 created stories, news articles and
recipes from those written by humans [7]. Ironically, transformer-
based approaches have been shown to be very good at recognising
the difference between human-generated and synthetic text [16],
hinting at a structural difference between the two that might not
be intuitive to humans.

In this work, we are guided by two research questions:

• RQ1: How well does a classifier trained solely on synthet-
ically generated data perform when tested on naturalistic
user data?

• RQ2: In what ways to synthetically generated data and user
data differ on a structural and semantic level?

To address these questions, we use an existing human-labelled
German-language dataset associated with a conversational domain
where resources are limited, and construct a synthetic dataset us-
ing prompt-based GPT-3. In our zero-shot approach we do not
offer GPT-3 any examples for expected outputs, but instead solely
ask suitable questions. We consciously choose questions to use as
prompts in such a way that the labels from the naturalistic dataset
can be expected to apply to the GPT-3 output. We then perform a
number of classification experiments to explore the feasibility of
replacing or enhancing naturalistic data with prompt-based, non
fine-tuned synthetic data and compare the two datasets concerning
their language variability and content. In doing this, we shed light
on some of the countless questions still surrounding the usefulness
and naturalness of the outputs generated by large language models.

2 METHODOLOGY
As a naturalistic data basis for our experiments we use an existing
corpus from one of the authors’ ongoing research projects [19].
The project explores ways of increasing motivation and success of
health behaviour changes by administering Motivational Interview-
ing (MI) via a CA [17, 18]. Motivational Interviewing focuses on
making patients aware of their own reasons to change, and increas-
ing their self-efficacy [20]. As such, a CA would mainly ask the
user questions and elicit reflection by rephrasing user utterances.
This ELIZA-style setting allows for conversations in which domain
knowledge plays a secondary role. The corpus encompasses data
from a German weight loss forum and annotations regarding mo-
tivational factors of behaviour change. The annotations contain
three labels: Taking Steps (TS) entails steps that have been taken
towards or against change in the past, Reason (R) encompasses
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Classifier User Test Set Val Set
user 76.68 (1.17) 75.04 (3.93)
mixed 73.52 (1.09) 78.52 (1.07)
mixed predicted 76.53 (1.26) 93.99 (0.68)
synthetic 61.72 (1.8) 80.66 (1.14)
stratified random 34.61
majority 26.20

(a) Mean Macro-F1 score (Standard Deviation) of classifiers
trained on each training dataset on user test data and validation
set.

(b) Classification performancewhen trainingwith different sub-
sets of user compared to results range of synthetic classifier
(horizontal bar)

Figure 1: Overview of the classification performance

all reasons, basis, incentives, justifications or motives for or against
making a change and Commitment (C) revolves around specific
commitments regarding the change for the near future. Standard
classification approaches work reasonably well (e.g. BERT achieves
an F1-score of 76.96% on an independent test set [19]), however
there remains scope for improvement. This context is an appropriate
case study since MI can serve as a framework for designing realistic
questions to pose to GPT-3 as prompts. We expect, however, that
the described process would transfer to any NLP or conversational
topic, in which supplying facts to a user is not the predominant
focus, such as mental health chatbots or other soft skill focused
CAs.

2.1 Synthetic Data Generation
A focus group of information science students identified common
topics in the annotated forum data and designed a number of suit-
able MI-questions for each topic-label combination. Since R has a
number of sublabels in the original corpus and is thus responsible
for 65% of the data, we constructed more questions for this label. For
validation, the focus group controlled whether the wording of each
questions cohered to MI guidelines and whether a native speaker
would be able to correctly understand the question’s intention. We
collected 142 questions, of which 22 were focused on eliciting C
and TS statements, respectively and 98 on elicitingR statements. In
Table 1 we show two example questions and corresponding outputs
for each label.

We then generated responses by posing the questions as prompts
to GPT-3 DaVinci using the completion engine. As the original
dataset revolves around behavioural change for weight loss, each
question was embedded in the following contextualising prompt:
“AI: Hello! I’m here to support you on your journey to a healthier
weight. [Question] Human:”. We set output temperature to 0.5 and
max_tokens to 100. In post-processing, generated output was ended
after it indicated a change in speakers (i.e. markers such as “Robot:”,
“Human:”) or after the last punctuation mark in the output to avoid
half-sentences in the synthetic dataset. We generated 100 outputs
for each question.

2.2 Experiments
The synthetic data was processed the same way as the original
and split into sentences. To find out to what degree synthetic data
might replace real user data, we combined the original and synthetic
dataset in different ways:

• user contains only data from the original dataset
• synthetic contains only the synthetic dataset. Labels for
the synthetic dataset are determined by the intention of the
question posed to GPT-3.

• mixed combines user and synthetic
• mixed predicted combines user and synthetic, where
synthetic labels are classified with a 95% confidence thresh-
old by a baseline classifier trained on user.

We split the datasets into training and test sets using a stratified
80:20 split (see Table 2 for an overview of the datasets and label
distributions). We then fine-tuned BERTbaseGerman-cased across
three epochs to each training set using 10-Fold Cross-Validation.
At each fold, in addition to the validation set, we predicted the user
test set after the third epoch.

In addition to the classification experiment, we also analysed
and compared the user and synthetic training sets on a structural
and semantic level. The results from these comparisons, as well
as a preliminary reflections on the meaningfulness of the GPT-3
outputs are outlined in Section 4.

Training Set Size % R % TS % C
user 3,779 64.78 25.62 9.6
mixed 24,508 68.01 18.41 13.59
mixed predicted 22,128 71.09 18.86 10.05
synthetic 20,728 68.59 17.09 14.31

Table 2: Overview of training datasets

3 CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
We did not see any improvements in classification of the user test
set when incorporating synthetic data. The synthetic classifier per-
formed 15 percentage points worse than the user classifier on this
test set (see Figure 1a). However, we note that the synthetic clas-
sifier’s results on the user test set is still significantly higher than
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User training data Synthetic training data
# data points 3,778 20,727
# words 58,030 195,552
# unique lemmas 5,584 3,685
mean lemma occurrence 10.39 53.07
# lemmas > 10 x occurrence 594 798
# significant keywords 327 143
Top 10 keywords surgery (op), one (man), there (da),

have (hab), times (mal), the (das), today
(heute), is (ist), still (noch), goes (geht)

I (ich), would like (möchte), more
(mehr), sport (sport), do (treiben),
weight (gewicht), to (zu), will (werde),
have (habe), healthier (gesünderen)

Table 3: Comparison of user and synthetic data
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TS C R
TS 0.2525 0.2484 0.2325
C 0.2869 0.2454
R 0.251

(a) Within text similarity of user sen-
tences for each label

s
u TS C R

TS 0.2627 0.2639 0.2440
C 0.2593 0.2873 0.2488
R 0.2398 0.2549 0.2502

(b) Between text similarity of synthetic
(s) and user (u) sentences

TS C R
TS 0.3376
C 0.3427 0.3894
R 0.3043 0.3294 0.3171

(c) Within text similarity of synthetic
data for each label

Table 4: Mean cosine similarity between all sentence embeddings of synthetic and user training sets within and between labels
and datasets. Calculated with SentenceTransformers.

the random and majority baselines, indicating that the generated
data does bear similarity to the user data and might be useful to a
certain extent, when little data is available.

To explore this notion, we trained further classifiers with small
fractions of our initial user training data (between 2 and 10% at
2% increments). We also recreated the mixed and mixed predicted
datasets the same way as the initial datasets, using these fractions.
For the mixed predicted dataset, confidence thresholds for predic-
tion had to be reduced to 50% for ensuring that each label was
predicted. We find that at least 8% of the original dataset, corre-
sponding to 302 samples, are needed to consistently reach better
results than the synthetic classifier on the user test set (see Figure
1b).

4 COMPARISON OF NATURALISTIC AND
SYNTHETIC DATA

To compare the user data and synthetic data on a structural level
we examined the user and synthetic training sets in more detail,
with a focus on language variability. Even though the synthetic
dataset is over five times the size of the user dataset, the unique
word count is lower by almost 2,000 lemmatized words and only
has a third as many Bonferroni-corrected significant keywords at
p < 0.05 when compared to the user data (see Table 3). This shows
that a lot of words present in naturalistic data tend to not appear in
synthetic data, while the opposite is less common. It also indicates
less variability, regarding both content and vocabulary in the syn-
thetic data. From the top keywords of each dataset when compared
to the other, it becomes apparent that many keywords in the user
dataset seem to be functional (i.e. the, is, there,...), while words in
the synthetic dataset seems to bear more meaning (i.e. sport, more,

weight,...), indicating that synthetic data seems to utilise less filler
words common to natural, human-written language.

4.1 Semantic Similarity
To further test the assumption that the synthetic data has less
variety than the user data, we created sentence embeddings for
each sample in the datasets and compared the cosine similarity
within and between labels and datasets using a pretrained sentence
transformer model for the German language1 (see Table 4). On
average, synthetic samples were much more similar to each other
than the user data. It also became apparent that, while the sentences
in the user dataset tended to be most similar to sentences of the
same label (Table 4a), this was not necessarily the case for the
synthetic data, where R sentences showed more similarity with TS
and C sentences than with themselves, and TS sentences were most
similar to C sentences (Table 4c). When comparing the synthetic
embeddings with the user embeddings, cosine similarities were
similar to those within user data. Again, however, we noticed that
synthetic sentences did not always have the highest mean similarity
with user sentences from the same class. Both synthetic TS and R
sentences seemed to be most similar to user C statements, although
the difference in mean similarity was very small. A potential reason
for this is the GPT-outputs for these labels containing certain words
that are common for C in the user data. A more detailed qualitative
examination of the outputs or the similarity measures between and
across prompts given to GPT might shed light on these results.

1https://huggingface.co/Sahajtomar/German-semantic
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4.2 Classification of Synthetic Data
The results above might give the impression that the generated
outputs are simply not relevant to the classification task at hand,
leading to low classification performance of the synthetic classifier
on the user test set. To refute this assumption, we also had each
classifier predict on the synthetic, mixed and mixed predicted test
sets at each Cross-Validation fold (see Table 5). From this, we draw
a couple of interesting observations:

• Combining synthetic data with user data leads to better
classification results on the synthetic test set.

• Classifying synthetic data with a classifier trained on user
data is much more reliable than the other way around.

• The mixed predicted test set is easiest to predict for all clas-
sifiers, regardless of label ground truth used for fine-tuning.

Test Set
Classifier Mixed Mixed Predicted Synthetic
User 72.43 (1.5) 92.77 (0.5) 71.51 (1.79)
Mixed 79.93 (0.2) 84.31 (0.49) 81.11 (0.29)
Mixed Predicted 71.6 (0.84) 94.26 (0.22) 70.64 (1.05)
Synthetic 78.2 (0.38) 81.69 (0.53) 80.96 (0.24)
stratified random 33.2 33.08 32.69
majority 26.99 27.71 27.13

Table 5: Mean Macro-F1 score (Standard Deviation) in per-
cent for synthetic, mixed and mixed predicted test sets.

These observations show that the synthetically generated data does
bear similarity to the user dataset and that the notion of generating
labelled data with prompts is feasible to a certain extent. If this
were not the case, the prediction of synthetic data with the user
classifier would have led to many label changes as compared to
the intended classes and a worse performance of the synthetic and
mixed classifier on the mixed predicted test set.

5 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
As shown in Section 3, with real data, we need at least 302 user
sentences, to reach better classification results on the user test set
than the synthetic classifier. While this may not sound like much,
collecting this amount of data in the case of our data source still
involves multiple days of identifying suitable user posts, crawling
and annotation. Only about 16% of forum posts screened to create
the user dataset and 30% of the sentences in the resulting user
posts contained relevant information for this task [19]. On average,
one post was 12 sentences long. Therefore, to obtain 302 relevant
sentences, we have to screen

302
12 · 0.3 · 0.16 = 524

posts, or 6288 (relevant or irrelevant) sentences, of which we can
then identify 302

12·0.3 = 83.9 relevant posts, or 1006.8 sentences
to annotate in detail. Assuming 10 seconds to classify a sentence
as relevant, it takes 17.47 hours to identify the required 1006.8
sentences. Assuming that it takes 20 seconds to annotate a sentence
in a relevant post, the annotation process would take one person
5.6 hours. For label reliability, this person and at least two other

annotators would have to label all relevant posts [1, p. 562], leading
to a total time expenditure of 16.8 hours for annotation. The total
process would then take 17.47 + 16.8 = 34.27 hours. Based on the
median hourly wage of $ 28.72 of researchers in the U.S.2, data
collection and annotation for this small amount of data would cost
$ 984.23. If similar data were collected in a user experiment, the time
expenditure would likely be even higher. In comparison, generating
synthetic data for this experiment cost $ 111.88. While we still had
to do manual work to create the questions, many of the questions
can easily be adapted to different topics by changing or rephrasing
them slightly. Future work could also explore ways of automatising
this process, for instance by applying rephrasing technology to
example questions provided in Motivational Interviewing manuals
[8, 20].

6 DISCUSSION
So, do we still need human assessors? This research suggests yes,
but with caveats. We have shown that, while synthetic data gen-
erated by solely supplying prompts to GPT-3 appears coherent
and plausible on a superficial level, it does not exhibit the same
language variability as human-written data. Nevertheless, the syn-
thetic classifier did significantly outperform random baselines. After
our cost analysis, we conclude that when very few data is at hand
and resources are limited, prompt-based data generation may lead
to better classification results than collecting and annotating user
data.

This work has a number of limitations that we plan to address in
future work. Although we were able to elicit GPT-3 output fitting
for the labels in our classification task, as can be seen by the high
classification performance of the user classifier on the synthetic
datasets, it is important to mention that the conversation style of
the two datasets was slightly different due to the context in which
they were created. While the user data was made up of forum posts,
presenting a highly asynchronous form of online conversation that
is reliant mainly on “interacting monologues”, the GPT-3 output
more closely follows a question-answer conversational style as it is
expected in CAs. In future work, we plan to compare the perfor-
mances of both classifiers on conversational user data collected for
this context.

Initially, for this exploratory research, we generated 100 outputs
for each question. As some questions might yield more varied re-
sults than others, we plan on taking a more structured approach
to building the synthetic dataset in the future. One way to achieve
this would be to identify stopping points, for instance when mean
cosine similarity between output embeddings rises above a cer-
tain threshold such as the mean cosine similarity plus standard
deviation of sentences in our user data. Other approaches include
more sophisticated filtering of the synthetic data to weed out irrel-
evant, repetitive or nonsense output. Another way to increase the
variety of generated outputs would be automatising the question
generation process as mentioned in section 5 or to increase output
temperature. Since the later would likely result in a decrease in
relevance, exploring this variety-relevance trade-off might be an
interesting avenue of research in itself.

2https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes193022.htm
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We note that at these early stages of our research, we solely
used prompts to generate synthetic text samples, and no GPT fine-
tuning at all was involved in our experiments. To further explore
ways of mitigating the cost of data collection, it would be interest-
ing to explore to what extent fine-tuning GPT-3 to small shares
of the dataset (for instance the 8% needed to outperform the syn-
thetic classifier) or more general texts connected to health before
data generation can improve output variability and classification
performance. Furthermore, we intend to explore other data aug-
mentation techniques [14] such as back-translation [2] or available
paraphrasing technologies3, which were out of the scope of this
specific project.

7 CONCLUSION
In this preliminary study, we explored the feasibility of replacing
and enhancing user data with synthetic data in a conversational
interaction context. To this end, we generated large amounts of
synthetic data and set up a number of classification experiments to
test the performance of classifiers trained on different combinations
of naturalistic and synthetic data. We come to the conclusion that
while it is possible to predict naturalistic data with a classifier
fine-tuned on fully prompt-based synthetic data, the results do not
compare to classifiers fine-tuned on even very little naturalistic
training data in the specific case of this study. Reasons include a
difference in conversational style between user and synthetic data
and a lack of content and semantic variability in the generated
samples. Nevertheless, this approach could pose useful in certain
situations, where resources and data are exceptionally scarce.
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